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“Pasture Fed Dairy & Water Quality – Is pasture still the way forward?”
A warm welcome to this Pasture Summit Forum, and a big thank you to our speakers and chairs in NZ, Ireland
and Switzerland.
Can pasture fed dairy please the customer, shrink our environmental footprint and at the same time strengthen
our farm business?
For this forum by Pasture Summit NZ and Ireland, we have gathered leading scientists, sector experts,
exporters and farmers to answer this question by discussing two of the major issues confronting our dairy
sector. Starting with the view from a global food perspective and a look at customer concerns and preferences
to challenge our thinking on the future direction of pasture fed dairy. Following this session is a close look
at what we can do to reduce our farming footprint and improve water quality and what this means for farm
investment and profit.
We would like to thank our committee of volunteers, our event organiser and DairyNZ and Teagasc for their
valued contributions. Also, a big thank you to all of our sponsors for their support of this Pasture Summit event.
Please show your support for our sponsors. As a delegate, we thank you for participating in our forum and we
look forward to your participation at future events.
Pasture Summit is a joint initiative between NZ and Irish dairy farmers committed to a prosperous future and to
producing nutritious food from pastoral dairy farming while nurturing the environment. Pasture Summit events
are held for farmers, by farmers who believe dairy farming can and should be profitable and rewarding, and
that our pasture-fed products are best for the consumer and environment. Central to this is the desire to grow
vibrant farm communities and to inspire the next generation of dairy farmers by demonstrating that with the
right strategies and execution, profitability, equity growth and land ownership are all achievable.
We want to show that while we are in an increasingly competitive food space, that we can improve upon our
ability to be the world’s lowest cost and most preferred dairy producers, and meet rising environmental and
community expectations.

Colin Armer

Mike Magan

Chair

Chair

Pasture Summit New Zealand

Pasture Summit Ireland
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THANK YOU
The valuable support from the following people and organisations is greatly appreciated.

•

Pasture Summit New Zealand & Ireland committee of volunteers and our event organiser.

•

Forum speakers and chairpersons in New Zealand, Ireland & Switzerland.

•

DairyNZ and Teagasc for their valued and ongoing support of our events & activities.

•

Our forum attendees for supporting this event (either in-person or online).

•

Our generous sponsors for their valued support.

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS
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What is
The Co-operative
Difference?

People &
Community

Milk

The Co-operative Difference makes Good Together
real on farm. It means pulling the best of what we do
into five focus areas and making sure they become
the strongest possible foundations for our Co-op, not
just for today, but well into the future. It doesn’t
mean losing your unique way of doing things on your
farm. Instead, it will help us all work together as a
strong Co-operative. There are three parts to The
Co-operative Difference as set out below:

Our
Core
Our strong
foundations,
supporting our
farmers to deliver safe,
sustainable milk today

Our Next
Steps
Recognising our
farmers who go
above and beyond

Our
Future
Striving for best practice
today while preparing
for our future

Environment

Co-op &
Prosperity
Animals
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KEY EVENT INFORMATION
Conference Presentations
This conference handbook contains the session and topic summary information. You will be granted online access to the
presentations in the week following the forum.

Event Footage
Registration to attend the forum (either in person or online) will also give you access to the recorded footage of the event.
Please be aware that all virtual content will be secured behind a digital gateway – registrants will be provided with a
dedicated link and password to access). Note that the recorded footage will need to be download and processed after the
event so may not be available until the following week.

Evaluation forms
Please take time to complete the evaluation forms after the end of the event. You will be sent an online link to complete your
evaluation and submit your feedback electronically.

Programme Times
Note that the timings on the programme on the next page are in New Zealand Standard Time which is currently 11 hours
ahead of Ireland.

Disclaimer
The views presented at Pasture Summit are the opinions of the individual speakers and are not necessarily shared by
the Pasture Summit organising committee or any of the sponsors. Given the general nature of some of the views and
information presented at Pasture Summit and the fact that every participant’s individual circumstances are different, Pasture
Summit delegates should not act solely on the basis of material presented at Pasture Summit but should obtain specific
advice as to their own circumstances and actions.
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FORUM PROGRAMME

DAY

1

Timings below are in NZ time which is
currently 11 hours ahead of Ireland.

SESSION ONE - WED 7 JULY
PASTURE FED DAIRY IN THE GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY

7PM-9:30PM (NZ TIME) (Live link to Ireland for Irish morning session)

18:00 - 19:00

REGISTRATION & light finger buffet

19:00 - 19:05

WELCOME & OPENING ADDRESS
Colin Armer – Pasture Summit NZ Chairman & NZ Dairy Farmer
A/ THE FUTURE OF PASTURE FED DAIRY
Topic chaired by Dr John Roche, Chief Science Adviser, MPI

19:05 - 19:25

A-1/ Is there a market for pasture fed dairy?
John Jordan, Chief Executive at Ornua
(Ireland’s largest exporter of dairy products)

19:25 - 19:40

A-2/ Global food company perspective
Robert Erhard, Head of Dairy, Corporate Sustainable Agriculture Development at Nestlé;
President of the Executive Committee of Sustainable Agricultural Initiative (SAI) Platform

19:40 - 20:00

A-3/ Feeding a growing global population - the role for dairy?
Jeremy Hill, Professor - Sustainable Nutrition, Riddet Institute, Massey University;
Chief Science & Technology Officer, Fonterra Cooperative Group

20:00 - 20:20

A-4/ Nutritional value of milk and benefits of “Grass-Fed”
Dr. Tom O’Callaghan,
Food Science and Technology Lecturer, University College Cork, Ireland

20:20 - 20:40

QUESTION & ANSWER SESSION
Chaired by Dr John Roche
With John Jordan, Robert ErharD, Jeremy Hill & Dr Tom O’Callaghan

20:45 - 21:20

B/ Where is farming & research at when it comes to the environment and where does it
need to go?
Dr Bruce Thorrold, Strategy and Investment Leader at DairyNZ
Dr Pat Dillon, Head of Animal & Grassland Research and Innovation Programme at
Teagasc
Chaired by Leonie Guiney, Dairy Farmer, Canterbury

21:25 - 21:30

BRIEF WRAP UP OF SESSION ONE
Mike Magan, Pasture Summit Ireland Chairman, Irish Dairy Farmer
and Chairman of Animal Health Ireland

Note that during this session, a presentation will be made by Olin Greenan of Pasture Summit NZ and Matt
Dempsey of the Irish Farmers Journal, to Dr Brian Wickham, in recognition of his lifetime’s achievement in
advancing pasture-based dairy genetics, on behalf of the dairy farmers of New Zealand and Ireland.
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DAY

2

SESSION TWO - THURS 8 JULY
DEEP DIVE INTO WATER

7AM-9:30AM (NZ TIME) (Live link to Ireland for Irish evening session)

06:00 - 07:00

tea/coffee & light breakfast refreshments

07:00 - 07:05

WELCOME & OPENING OF SESSION TWO
Mike Magan, Pasture Summit Ireland Chairman, Irish Dairy Farmer
and Chairman of Animal Health Ireland

07:05 - 07:40

C/ Cause & Effects - Farming practices and their relationships with water quality
Eddie Burgess, Agricultural Catchments Programme at Teagasc
Dr David Burger, Strategy and Investment Leader: Responsible Dairy at DairyNZ
Chaired by Dr Brendan Horan, Project Leader, Grassland Research & Innovation, Teagasc

07:40 - 08:15

D/ Enhancing profit while protecting the environment. How?
Dr Laurence Shalloo, Researcher dairy farm economics and sustainability at Teagasc
Mark Neal, Farm Systems Specialist at DairyNZ
Chaired by Paul Bird, Farm Business Specialist at DairyNZ

08:15 - 08:50

E/ View from inside the farm gate; Reducing the environmental footprint while building a
stronger dairy business
Glenn & Sarah Jones, Sharemilkers, Canterbury, NZ
Gillian & Neil O’Sullivan, Dairy Farmers, Co Waterford, Ireland
Chaired by Lynaire Ryan, Agribusiness Consultant

08:55 - 09:20

F/ Where to now? Leading dairy farmers summarise their take-home messages from the
event and discuss the next steps for the Irish and New Zealand dairy industry.
Brian Rushe, Dairy Farmer, Co Kildare and Deputy President of Irish Farmers Association
Colin Glass, Chief Executive at Dairy Holdings Limited, NZ

09:25 - 09:30

FINAL WORDS AND CLOSING
Michael Murphy, Dairy Farming Leader, Ireland

09:30 - 10:30

MORNING TEA
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NZ GOLD SPONSORS

ANZ is committed to shaping a world where people and communities thrive. With a strong focus on the environment, and
financial wellbeing, we strive to support all our customers with financial products, services and practices that improves our
impact on the environment and promotes the financial fitness and resilience of our people, customers and communities
Our regional and rural teams with their specialist knowledge and local and global connections are available with solutions to
make banking easier for you. For more information on how ANZ can help you, contact:
Brendon Woods
Senior Manager, ANZ Business
T: +64 7 837 8050
M: +64 21 192 4099
E: Brendon.Woods@anz.com

As a New Zealand farmer-owned cooperative, we love the land as much as you, so we’re committed to farming more
productively, profitably and sustainably.
Originally our core business was in fertiliser manufacturing, supply, sales and advice. But as the industry grew, we have
embraced the advances in agri-science and technology to lead the way in creating the best soil and feed on earth.
With a full range of science-based nutrient products, services, and advice tailored specifically to your farm – you can count
on us to deliver the productivity and results you need both on and off-farm, while minimising your environmental footprint
Our expert agri-nutrient advice is complemented by our award-winning online farm systems software, allowing you to
capture and analyse a wealth of information for your farm – so you can make the most informed management decisions for
your business.
As well as leading the way for New Zealand farmers, Ballance also supplies products to a range of industrial businesses.
Contact: Amy Meade
Connections and Communities Leader
Phone: 027 838 6016
Email: amy.meade@ballance.co.nz
www.ballance.co.nz
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DairyNZ represents all NZ dairy farmers. Our purpose is to deliver a better future for dairy farmers. We do this by:
•

supporting better farming practices

•

developing better farm-level solutions

•

shaping a better future for farmers by protecting their interests

We invest in world class science, the development of tools and resources for on-farm use, biosecurity, sustainability,
advocacy, and education.
Contact details:
Phone: 0800 4 DairyNZ (0800 4 324 7969)
Email: info@dairynz.co.nz
Website: dairynz.co.nz

Fonterra is our farmers’ dairy Co-operative. Our home is in New Zealand and our farmer’s milk is the best in the world.
Our responsibility is to collect and process their milk into the world’s best dairy products which we then sell in 140
countries.
Dairy for life is our promise to make the most of the goodness in dairy, which means we take care of the land, waterways,
animals and communities and work to be the best in dairying at every step, from our farms to people’s homes. This year at
the Pasture Summit we are focused on the Co-operative Difference on farm – together we make the Difference.
Come and talk to us to find out:
•

What is the Co-operative Difference

•

What’s changing for the 2021/2022 season and beyond and what farmers need to do to prepare

•

How the Co-operative Difference Payment works

Phone: 0800 656 568
Website: fonterra.com

LIC is a farmer-owned co-operative and world leader in pasture based dairy genetics and herd management. LIC exists to
deliver superior genetics and technological innovation to help its shareholders sustainably farm a profitable animal.
With origins dating back to 1909, LIC has a long history of developing and delivering world-leading innovations for the dairy
industry. The co-op continues to be one of the sector’s biggest private investors in research and development.
Today the New Zealand-based co-op employs more than 700 permanent staff, swelling to 2000 during the spring peak dairy
mating season. LIC also has offices in the United Kingdom, Ireland and Australia.
All LIC profit is returned to its farmer owners/shareholders in dividends, or reinvested for new solutions, research and
development.
www.lic.co.nz
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Rabobank is New Zealand’s only specialist food and agribusiness bank. We are part of an international cooperative group
based in the Netherlands, with more than 450 staff working from around 30 offices across New Zealand.
Our business continues to grow and we’re employing more great people to support that growth and our commitment to
market leadership.
Bringing together our deep connections to the New Zealand rural sector, our specialist research expertise and our extensive
international reach, we work closely with our clients under our global mission of ‘Growing a Better World Together’.
Our strong cooperative roots run deep; supporting and working alongside our clients and rural communities is at the heart
of everything we do.
We’re focused squarely on continuing to support NZ’s farmers and growers to produce great food – and to do it in a way
that’s sustainable for the environment, for the farmers themselves and for the country.
With our co-operative roots and longstanding relationships with food and agri businesses, Rabobank takes a long-term view
of supporting rural exporters, who we regard as critical to New Zealand’s wider economic success. Our New Zealand profits
are retained and reinvested here and Rabobank Online Savings deposits are directed to financing Kiwi farmers, growers and
food producers.
Rabobank’s real strength is our strong nationwide networks and global connections, backed by our team of analysts
bringing us in depth food and agri research.
Website: www.rabobank.co.nz

Owned by farmers. Working for farmers.
As a co-operative we’re all about essential farm inputs, and smart people using smart tools with the latest science in mind
and our shareholders’ interests at heart.
Ravensdown exists to enable smarter farming for a better New Zealand. Our products, expertise and technology help
farmers reduce environmental impacts and optimise value from the land.
Whether it’s food grown for livestock or for humans, we are an integral part of the food creation process. We are the only
co-operative on the planet that tests for, advises about, buys, ships, stores, spreads, measures and maps food-creating
nutrients and fertiliser in a truly integrated way. We also provide products and services in environmental mitigation and
agronomy.
When it comes to the growing prosperity of New Zealand, stronger rural communities and a progressive, environmentally
considerate agrisector, Ravensdown is part of the solution.
ravensdown.co.nz
0800 100 123
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IRISH GOLD SPONSORS
Bank of Ireland
bankofireland.com

Irish Farms Accounts Co-operative (IFAC)
ifac.ie

Irish Farmers Journal (IFJ)
farmersjournal.ie

TEAGASC
Agriculture and Food Development Authority
teagasc.ie
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NZ SILVER SPONSORS
Dairy Holdings Limited
+64 3 687 9258
info@dairyholdings.co.nz
www.dairyholdings.co.nz

Ecolab New Zealand
0508 732 733
customer.services@ecolab.com
www.ecolabpromotions.com

GEA Farm Technologies
0800 GEA FARM
www.facebook.com/GEAFarmingNZ
gea.com

Grasslands
+64 3 318 6979
office@grasslands.org.nz
www.grasslands.farm

NZ Dairy Exporter
Jackie Harrigan
027 359 7781
jackie.harrigan@nzfarmlife.co.nz
nzfarmlife.co.nz

PGG Wrightson Seeds Limited
Michael Kiernan, NZ Marketing Manager - Seed & Grain
M +64 27 838 6908
D +64 3 966 9384
E mkiernan@pggwrightsonseeds.co.nz
pggwrightsonseeds.co.nz
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DR BRIAN WICKHAN
RECOGNITION OF LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

During the forum, a presentation will be
made by Olin Greenan, Pasture Summit
NZ Director and Matt Dempsey, Chairman
of The Agricultural Trust (Irish Farmers
Journal), on behalf of the dairy farmers
of New Zealand and Ireland, to Dr Brian
Wickham, in recognition of his lifetime’s
achievement in advancing pasture-based
dairy genetics.
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SESSION ONE - PASTURE FED DAIRY IN THE GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY
A/ THE FUTURE OF PASTURE FED DAIRY
Chaired by Dr John Roche, Chief Science Adviser, MPI

A-1/ Is there a market for pasture fed dairy?
John Jordan
Chief Executive at Ornua
(Ireland’s largest exporter of dairy products)
John Jordan is the Chief Executive of Ornua, owner of the Kerrygold brand and
Ireland’s largest dairy exporter, exporting to 110 countries worldwide. With a
25-year career in agribusiness, John was appointed CEO in 2018 to deliver on
Ornua’s global strategy of product and geographic diversification.
Prior to his appointment, John held a number of senior roles in the business
including CEO of DPI Specialty Foods, a division of Ornua which is the third
largest specialty food wholesaler and distributor in the US.
John is a graduate of Biotechnology from Dublin City University, with an M.Sc.
from UCD and an MBA from Trinity College Dublin. John also serves on the Board of Ornua Co-Op, Nextwave
Distribution and is a member of the Advisory Board of Dublin City University Business School.
Ireland has a global reputation for sustainable, grass-fed dairy and is one of the few countries in the world
where cows are predominantly fed grass. John Jordan, Chief Executive Ornua, Ireland’s largest exporter of dairy
products, will discuss the benefits of Ireland’s grass-fed production system and how this has led to the success of
Kerrygold, Ireland’s only €1 billion food brand.

A-2/ Global food company perspective
Robert Erhard
Head of Dairy, Corporate Sustainable Agriculture Development
at Nestlé; President of the Executive Committee of Sustainable
Agricultural Initiative (SAI) Platform
After various positions in Dairy sourcing, Robert heads Global Fresh Milk
Sourcing and the ambitious Climate Net 0 Livestock program at Nestlé. Working
collaboratively to solve common problems he has built and led multi-stakeholder
initiatives such as the Nestlé Dairy Farming Institute in China, co-developed the
Sustainable Dairy Partnership and currently is the President of the Sustainable
Agriculture Initiative Platform (SAI P) with over 130 Food & Beverage member
companies.
Providing a global food company perspective, Robert will look at what pasture dairy farming will be facing going
forwards.
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A-3/ Feeding a growing global population - the role for dairy?
Jeremy Hill
Professor - Sustainable Nutrition, Riddet Institute,
Massey University; Chief Science & Technology Officer,
Fonterra Cooperative Group
Fonterra CSTO since 2007 Jeremy has extensive experience in dairy, food and
sustainability. Jeremy is a Past-President of the International Dairy Federation,
helped establish and then govern the Global Dairy Agenda for Action (on
sustainability and the environment) and also the Dairy Sustainability Framework,
and lead the development of the Dairy Declaration of Rotterdam between the IDF
and UN FAO on the sustainability of global milk production. In 2018 Jeremy was
made an Adjunct Professor at the Riddet Institute, Massey University where he
established the Sustainable Nutrition Initiative and co-developed the Delta Model
of the global food system. He is the current Chair of the Pastoral Greenhouzse Gas Research Consortium and sits
on the Board of the New Zealand Agricultural Greenhouse Gas Research Centre. Jeremy was made a Member of the
New Zealand Order of Merit for services to science and the dairy industry in the 2020 Queens Birthday Honours.
At the 2018 Pasture Summit under the title of Connecting Consumers to the Sustainability of Dairy I made the
statement that “I believe that pasture is best, milk is good, there is better milk and there is best”. I talked about
carbon footprints and I talked about a model of the global food system the Delta Model that the Riddet Institute
was developing. In my 2021 presentation I will explain in more detail the work the Riddet Institute and our
collaborators have done since the previous presentation to determine in detail the role that all foods play in the
global food system and highlight the key role played by dairy. The audience will be introduced to the Sustainable
Nutrition InitiativeTM (www.sustainablenutrition initiative.com), the purpose of which is to help create a better
understanding of the food system and opportunities for improvement in order to sustainably feed the global
population with the nutrients required.
Before we embark on changes to our diets or food supply, we need have a better understanding of the food
system.
•

Under what scenarios is it POSSIBLE for the global food system to provide the bioavailable nutrients to feed
the global population?

•

What scenarios are PRACTICAL to achieve, for example in terms of level of change required, cost of that
change or affordability of food?

•

What is the OPTIMAL scenario to deliver a sustainable food system?

Using work undertaken in the SNI and using the Delta Model we will share some surprising facts with the audience
including the role of milk: good, better, and best.
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notes
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A-4/ Nutritional value of milk and benefits of “Grass-Fed”

Dr Tom O’ Callaghan

Food Science and Technology Lecturer,
University College Cork, Ireland
Dr. Tom O’Callaghan is a lecturer in Food Science and Technology in the
School of Food and Nutritional Sciences at UCC. Tom graduated from UCC
with a BSc in Food Science in 2014 and PhD in Science in 2018. Tom’s
research has focused on chemistry, nutrition and processing technologies
across the supply chain, with particular emphasis on the effects of
production practices, cow feeding systems and dairy processing technologies
on the quality, nutritional and functional characteristics of milk and dairy
products. Tom is a principal investigator with Food For Health Ireland and the
Dairy Processing Technology Centre and is an academic collaborator with
VistaMilk an SFI Funded Research Centre.

Milk is a highly nutritious food product and a natural source of a variety of beneficial and essential nutrients.
Grass-Fed milk and dairy products are becoming more prominent on the market, often commanding a
premium price, driven by consumer perceptions of a more natural, nutritious and sustainable product choice.
This session will explore the impact of pasture based feeding systems on the composition and quality of milk
and highlight the attributes that provide Grass-Fed dairy products with their unique characteristics.

notes
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anz.co.nz
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We’re committed to playing a part in our local communities and have been helping
New Zealand businesses for over 175 years. To find out how we can help make
things easier for your agri business, contact Brendon Woods on 021 192 4099.

2012 – 2019
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ANZ Bank New Zealand Limited 07/21
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notes
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30/06/21 2:13 PM

B/ Where is farming & research at when it comes
to the environment and where does it need to go?
Chaired by Leonie Guiney, Dairy Farmer, Canterbury

Dr Bruce Thorrold
Strategy and Investment Leader at DairyNZ
Bruce is the Strategy and Investment Leader for New Systems and
Competitiveness at DairyNZ.
Bruce has a long history of being part of initiating and leading major projects
focused on the future needs of the pastoral industry. Projects include
the development of OVERSEER, long-term studies on farm systems and
catchments in hill country (Whatawhata Catchment Project) and dairying
(Best Practice Dairy Catchments) that continue to provide valuable economic
and environmental data to the industry and stakeholders.
On joining Dexcel (now DairyNZ), Bruce took a leadership role in the Holstein-Friesian Strain Trial. This work
provided valuable insights into genetic progress and evaluation systems. He developed a keen interest in the
dairy industry animal evaluation system from this work, and spent 5 years as a Director of NZ Animal Evaluation
Ltd. Notable recent projects include the Pillars project on cow fertility, Forages for Reduced Nitrate Leaching, the
Forage Value Index and the development of the Sothern Dairy Hub.
Bruce graduated from Lincoln College in 1984 with B Ag. Sci. (Hons 1), and returned to Lincoln University to do a
PhD in Soil science, graduating in 1994. Bruce spent 15 years with MAF and AgResearch where he worked in soil
science and catchment management including hill country and lowland studies.
Dairy farmers in New Zealand and Ireland face ambitious environmental targets. Farmers can make gains by
implementing good practise, but also need new technology for nutrient management and methane reduction,
and large scale thinking for water quality and biodiversity. Our research pipelines have potential solutions but
we need to work together to speed up delivery.

Dr Pat Dillon
Head of Animal & Grassland Research and Innovation Programme at
Teagasc
Prof. Pat Dillon is currently Head of Teagasc Animal & Grassland Research
and Innovation Programme, Animal & Grassland Research and Innovation
Centre, Moorepark, Fermoy, Co. Cork, Ireland. Teagasc is the semi-state
authority in the Republic of Ireland responsible for research and development,
training and advisory services in the agri-food sector. Teagasc is recognised
nationally and internationally as the knowledge provider of choice for
Ireland’s agri-food sector. Prof. Dillon provides a strong national leadership
role to the Irish dairy industry, with considerable liaison with the industry and vision for the future. His research
in dairying has both strong national and international recognition.
In 2020, the Irish government set an ambitious target to reduce GHG emissions by 51% by 2030 and to be
climate neutral by 2050. Similarly, the DAFM published the Ag Climatise roadmap, which aims to develop
a climate neutral food system by 2050. The use of current technologies can significantly reduce GHG
emissions; however, new additional technologies will be required to meet these ambitious targets.
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Delivering a better future for farmers
At DairyNZ we’re developing better solutions for farmers. Some of our work includes:

step Change

researCh

We’re helping farmers achieve
their financial and environmental
goals, so they can remain the
most sustainable dairy farmers in
the world.

Our research provides farmers
with options to reduce their
environmental footprint and increase
profitability. It covers forage options,
low nitrogen livestock, cow fertility,
and a lot more.

See dairynz.co.nz/stepchange
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See dairynz.co.nz/research

CatChment
projeCts
We’re working with farmers in
Tararua, Selwyn Hinds and Aparima
as they adopt new practices to meet
changing environmental requirements.
See dairy.co.nz/regionalprojects

SESSION TWO - DEEP DIVE INTO WATER
C/ Cause & Effects - Farming practices and
their relationships with water quality
Chaired by Dr Brendan Horan, Project Leader,
Grassland Research & Innovation, Teagasc

Eddie Burgess
Agricultural Catchments Programme at Teagasc
Edward Burgess is a Catchment Science Specialist working with Teagasc’s
Agricultural Catchments Programme (ACP), a combined research and
knowledge transfer programme established over 12 years ago to evaluate
Nitrates Directive regulations. The ACP works with 300 farmers in six
contrasting agricultural catchments. Edward’s role is to make the research
findings from the programme accessible to a wide audience, including
farmers, industry, policy and research. Edward has worked with the ACP
since it commenced, as an agricultural advisor and as the programme’s
manager.

Dr David Burger
Strategy and Investment Leader: Responsible Dairy at DairyNZ
David oversees strategy and programme investments related to
environmental sustainability, community engagement and biosecurity at
DairyNZ.
A water quality scientist by training, David has more than 20 years of national
and international experience in applied water resources management
generally. He joined DairyNZ as a water quality specialist in 2013 and became
manager of the environment team in 2015 before joining the executive team
in 2018.
Prior to DairyNZ he spent seven years working as a scientist and advisor for Deltares, an independent water
research institute and consultancy, based in the Netherlands and then Singapore. David holds a PhD in
limnology and a MSc in freshwater ecology from the University of Waikato in New Zealand.
Water quality remains a significant concern for both countries as new regulations are implemented to improve
both freshwater and estuarine outcomes. In New Zealand, the expansion of dairy land use between 1996
and 2003 led to increases in nutrient load to many catchments although ecosystem health metrics remain
similar to other land uses. Significantly more nutrients would have entered rivers from dairy land if farmers
hadn’t improved environmental practices. In Ireland, riverine and estuarine nitrate concentrations have
increased during the last decade on the free-draining soils to the south and south east while the EU green
deal proposals have targeted significant reductions in nitrate loss to water in all member states. Quantifying
the impacts of dairying on water quality is challenging due to substantial variability in nutrient loss drivers
and farm management practices. While nitrate losses to water from the agricultural landscape is influenced
by farming intensity, there are other processes which can often over-ride the source of nutrient. This also
provides an opportunity to optimise mitigation options to reduce footprint to meet environmental limits. In
these presentations our speakers will explore the scale of the water quality challenge and opportunities to
address these.
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It has taken a team to
increase the value of
New Zealand’s genetic
wealth.
Your share is right here.

Farming and science are an inseparable partnership. You put in the hard yards on the farm, we burn the long
hours in the lab.
Since 1994, LIC has invested over $78 million in genomic science to improve genetic gain and productivity.
Together, we’ve built a bank of incredible genetic wealth which you as dairy farmers share. Confidence in the science
is growing and the use of Genomic Sires is expected to exceed 1.4 million inseminations. Our drive to achieve better
never stops and our latest breakthrough with Single Step Animal Model has improved genomic prediction accuracy
by 8% - enabling you to make faster improvements to your herd’s breeding worth and profitability. Use LIC’s Genomic
Sires to take your share of the genetic wealth built by shareholders for over 30 years.
Talk to your LIC Agri Manager about utilising your share, right now.

There’s
always room for improvement
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D/ Enhancing profit while protecting the
environment. How?
Chaired by Paul Bird, Farm Business Specialist at DairyNZ

Dr Laurence Shalloo
Researcher dairy farm economics and sustainability at Teagasc
Laurence Shalloo is a Senior Principle Research Officer in the Livestock
Systems Research Department of the Animal and Grassland Research
and Innovation Programme, and is based at Moorepark. He is a principle
Investigator and deputy director of the SFI funded VistaMilk Centre. Currently
supervising three Ph.D. students registered at UCC, and WUR based at
Moorepark. Laurence is responsible for the generation of the economic values
for the Irish Dairy cow selection index (EBI). Laurence was instrumental in
the development of the Pasture Profit Index as well as the development of
PastureBaseIreland
Identifying the optimum systems that are resilient, highly profitable and sustainable

Mark Neal
Farm Systems Specialist at DairyNZ
Mark Neal is a Dairy Systems Specialist with DairyNZ. He trained as an
Agricultural Economist at the University of Sydney. While in research
and development roles, he has worked with economic modelling and
optimisation of farm systems, farm systems design, and quantifying the
impact of environmental regulation on farm profit. More recently he has
worked with strategic initiatives to improve farm profit and reduced footprint
farming systems, and was a lead author for a report analysing international
competitiveness. He has also worked with the University of Sydney and
University of Melbourne on research projects, and been involved with
numerous research bids and multi-organisation collaborations. His family has two dairy farms in New South
Wales, Australia, with 1100 milking cows in total, where he has previously managed operations. Mark has also
managed operations of grazing-based dairy farms in Chile and the United States.
Enhancing profit while protecting the environment. How?
Previous work has pointed towards high pasture harvest, with low reliance on supplementary feed and
effective cost control being key attributes of financially-robust dairy businesses. With increasing emphasis
on water quality and greenhouse gases, have these messages changed? In short, no. Examination of farm
level variation (with data from DairyBase) suggests that there are opportunities to maintain profit with lower
N surplus and lower methane output. Looking forward, improved practises, and implementing science when it
is “farm-ready”, will continue to be important.
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E/ View from inside the farm gate;
Reducing the environmental footprint while
building a stronger dairy business
Chaired by Lynaire Ryan, Agribusiness Consultant

Glenn & Sarah Jones
Sharemilkers, Canterbury, New Zealand
With our three kids in-tow; Esmé (4.5), James (2.5) and Alfie (8 months), we
(Waterton Agricultural Ltd) 50:50 sharemilking 650 cows on a 175ha farm
in Hororata, Canterbury. Also, shareholders in Highveld Pastures Ltd, a 1150
cow dairy farm in Methven, Mid-Canterbury.
Waterton Ag’s goal is to utilise our resources sustainably and efficiently
to produce a premium quality product. To achieve this our own farming
philosophy is a simple pasture-based system where we can utilise all grass
grown and convert this into milk with a herd of high-quality well-bred cows.
Waterton Ag operates an inclusive transparent farming system where staff all get exposure to all aspects of the
farming business. This gives our staff an opportunity to develop a wide range of skills, abilities and experience
that will help them progress in the dairy industry.
During our farming journey we have progressed and evolved. We will share some of the lessons learnt along
the way. In relation to people and environment, we will discuss the challenges we foresee; on-farm, regional
and in the greater NZ dairy industry. What are our solutions to these challenges? How we are going to address
them whilst continuing to build equity.

Gillian & Neil O’Sullivan
Dairy Farmers, Co Waterford, Ireland
Gillian & Neil O’Sullivan both graduated as vets and came to dairy farming
on Gillian’s homefarm in 2010. They have 4 children and operate a family
farm, milking 100 crossbred cows on a OAD system along with Gillian’s father
Michael. They are keen on continual education with Gillian further studying
Dairy Herd Health and Neil currently completing a Masters in Environmental
Sustainability. Efficient, low input, pasture based dairying is their focus
and they are highly motivated to create a sustainable system that works for their family, the cows and the
environment.
How can dairy farms meet environmental targets while building resilience and capacity within the business?
Putting science into practice around herd genetics, clover & multi-species swards, min-till grassland
rejuvenation and biodiversity incorporation. Practical management steps and better outcomes at farm level.
Measure, monitor, improve.
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Visualise your
N-targets with
heat maps

HawkEye’s new N190 heat map is a colour
coded visual representation of your nitrogen
applications throughout the season.

A vital tool that will help ensure you stay compliant.

Image is representative only,
does not reflect real data.

Speak to a Ravensdown team member at the Summit
or call us today to get set up.
0800 73 73 73
www.hawkeye.farm
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F/ Where to now? Leading dairy farmers summarise their takehome messages from the event and discuss the next steps for
the Irish and New Zealand dairy industry.

Brian Rushe
Dairy Farmer, Co Kildare and
Deputy President of Irish Farmers Association
Brian Rushe is dairy farmer in Co. Kildare in the Irish Midlands and Deputy
President of the Irish Farmers Association.

Colin Glass
Chief Executive at Dairy Holdings Limited, New Zealand
A qualified Chartered Accountant, Colin holds a Commerce Degree in Farm
Management and a post-graduate Diploma in Accountancy and Corporate
Finance from Lincoln University. In 1997 he took up the role of Chief Financial
Officer for the Dunedin based corporate dairy farmer Tasman Agriculture Ltd.
Immediately following the sell down of TasAg’s New Zealand farms and the
purchase of the major shareholding by Dairy Holdings Ltd in 2001, Colin was
appointed General Manager and subsequently Chief Executive. He has been involved in the New Zealand dairy
industry all his life and the Australian dairy industry for the period from 1997 to 2008.
Colin is married to Paula and they have two daughters. In addition to his involvement with Dairy Holdings Ltd,
Colin is a Director of a number of irrigation and agribusiness companies and has his own farming interests in
Mid-Canterbury.

final words & closing
Michael Murphy
Dairy Farming Leader, Ireland
Michael Murphy, a well-known figure in Irish Dairying circles. Dairy farmer,
entrepreneur and international businessman, he is a pioneer in high profit, grass
based dairying not just in Ireland, but worldwide. He has interests in farming
operations in Ireland, New Zealand and Missouri. In addition he is director of
several companies outside farming. .
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Sustainability.
It’s not just good for the planet,
it’s good for business

Consumers and communities around the world are demanding improved sustainability and environmental performance
from their food producers. It can open up opportunities for your business. It’s time to make the most of those opportunities.
Talk to your Rabobank Agribusiness Manager about making your business more sustainable both commercially and environmentally.

Find out more about sustainable farming at
www.rabobank.co.nz/sustainable-farming

Growing
a better New Zealand
together.

Building on Ballance’s 60-years’ experience in nutrient management
advice, our specialised team work with you to meet compliance
requirements whilst getting the best from your land and leaving
it in great condition for future generations.

ballance.co.nz/farm-sustainability-services | 0800 222 090

WAV24539

For our future
generations

THANK YOU
FOR SUPPORTING THE
PASTURE SUMMIT
NZ-IRELAND FORUM 2021
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